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MOUNT SHASTA FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT       STATION 1
                   600 MICHELE DRIVE 

REGULAR BOARD MEETING MINUTES                 10:00 A.M. 

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 2012 

ITEM 
 
1. Call to Order and Flag Salute. 10:01 a.m. 

 
2.  Roll Call. 

Directors Kliewer, Hoyt, and Libby present.  Directors Anderson and Miller absent. 
3. Approval of Minutes for the Regular Board Meeting of August 13, 2012. 

Director Hoyt makes a motion to approve the minutes, and Director Kliewer seconds, but 
Director Libby was absent from the August 13 meeting, so the motion falls short. 

4. Public Comment on Open/Closed Session Items:  This is an opportunity for members 
of the public to address the Board on subjects within its jurisdiction, whether or not on the 
agenda for this meeting.  The Board reserves the right to reasonably limit the length of 
individual comments and/or the total amount of time allotted to public comments.  
Speakers may request their comments be heard during Public Comment instead of the time 
when the item is to be acted upon by the Board.  The Board may ask questions but may take 
no action on items addressed during the Public Comment period except to direct staff to 
prepare a report or to place the item on a future agenda.  If you desire a written response, 
please provide the secretary with your mailing address. 
 

5. Cash Report 
$4087.94 

6. Old Business and Board Directives from Previous Meetings 
 
6a.  Report from the Measure G Advisory Committee—Directors Kliewer and 
Anderson 
Director Kliewer states that the committee did not meet during the month of August, so the report 
is limited.  He clarifies that this should not be titled the Measure G committee, as it actually refers 
to the GANN initiative. 
Secretary Patania states that Director Anderson asked at the last Board meeting if this could be the 
name given to the committee, and Chairman Miller agreed to this. 
Director Libby states that Measure G has to do with our tax allotments, and the GANN initiative is 
a separate thing.  The item is tabled for the next Regular Board Meeting. 
 
6b.  Discussion and Possible Action on use of unused medical funds to purchase Life 
Insurance policies with the remaining fund geared towards 401K plans.—Director 
Libby 
Director Libby decides to table this item until the next meeting due to funding.  He also states that 
he would like to meet with Chief Joyce regarding this item. 
 
6c.  Discussion and Possible Action on developing a policy on Cal-Card usage,  
guidelines, and procedures.—Director Libby/Chief Joyce 
Director Libby hands out a draft of the Cal Card policy and asks the Board to review and bring any 
changes or suggestions to the October 8, 2012 Regular Board Meeting.  He states that the Chief, 
Assistant Chief, and the Secretary specifically need to review this to look for errors, or suggestions. 
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6d.  Discussion and Possible Action on discontinuing committees and assigning one 
board member to each task with Fire Chief as items arise, with full Board 
participation and discussion of suggestions at regular scheduled meetings when 
public is present.—Director Libby 
Director Libby states that he thought that Director Miller had completed this item.  This was placed 
on here to be able to review the Brown Act and County Counsel’s advice.  His understanding is that 
committees will be assigned as needed. 
Director Kliewer states that this is correct. 
Secretary Patania states that at the previous meeting the Board voted to approve discontinuing 
“standing” committees, but Director Miller asked that this item remain on the agenda so that 
Director Libby would have a chance to comment on it since it was his agenda item. 
Director Libby states that he feels it is completed, and that we can drop the item. 
 
6e.  Discussion and Possible Action on developing a Strike Team Policy.—Director 
Libby/Chief Joyce 
Director Libby asks to get a meeting with Chief Joyce to see what he would like on this policy.  He 
spoke with the City of Redding and states that they pay their firefighters their regular pay plus 
overtime.  We do not have the issue of overtime in this department.  Then they pay the firefighters 
once they have the receipt of monies from the State or Federal agency. 
Chief Joyce asks if they deduct their regular wages from this. 
Director Libby states that this is correct.  The other Strike Team agencies from Shasta Lake City do 
the same.  Old Shasta does not pay their Strike Team member until the end of the year. 
Secretary Patania states that she has checked with the E.D.D. and auditor that if we pay the Strike 
Teams previous to receipt of monies, that we are assuming a huge liability.  She will be looking into 
this further to determine time frames in which to pay the returning firefighters. 
Director Libby asks to leave this item on the agenda for the October meeting. 
7. New Board Business and Possible Action 
 
7a.  Discussion and Possible Action on reviewing funds available to consider the 
possibility of paying Strike Team members prior to the receipt of Federal or State 
funds.—Director Kliewer 
Director Kliewer refers to the Secretaries comment about it being a liability to pay the firefighters 
previous to receipt of funds, and feels that this is not a timely agenda item.  He asks to drop the 
item. 
Director Libby confirms that we take this off the agenda. 
Director Kliewer confirms this is correct, and says they will bring it up when they do the budget for 
13/14. 
7b.  Discussion and Possible Action on Depositing Cashier’s Checks received from 
Chris Baker in the amount of $8727.44.—Director Miller 
Director Libby states that he spoke with Director Miller regarding the item, and that the D.A. has 
given us the authority to deposit these checks. 
Chief Joyce confirms this is correct. 
Director Libby states that there has been some discussion with the D.A. to receive something in 
writing, but states that he would not make this statement if he had not discussed this, and that we 
have no responsibility towards this case.  He is comfortable with depositing these checks. 
The Secretary comments that she feels it is important to receive something in writing before 
depositing them. 
Director Kliewer states that he would like County Counsel to review this document prior to 
depositing these.  He hopes that we can resolve this with the next agenda item, and is not in favor 
of depositing these. 
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Director Hoyt is in agreement with Director Kliewer. 
Director Libby asks if this will affect our payment of the bills. 
The Secretary says that it will. 
Director Kliewer asks if we can revisit this item later in the meeting after we consider the next 
agenda item.  He is holding out for another option. 
Director Libby stops discussion on this item below 7f, and tables this item for the time being. 
 
This item is reopened for discussion at 11:29 a.m. 
Director Libby asks the Board if we want to wait for something in writing, or if we feel confident in 
cashing these with the D.A.’s verbal authorization.  He personally thinks that we have the go ahead, 
and that he would not approve this if he did not deem it correct. 
Director Hoyt motions to deposit the checks. 
Director Kliewer is not comfortable with this.  He states that Director Libby’s comments are 
precisely right that the D.A. would not have given the go ahead if it wasn’t correct, but he 
appreciates the Secretaries caution on depositing these since she wasn’t there and did not see or 
hear John Quinn say this. 
The Secretary adds that there is a window of time to receive something in writing from John Quinn 
before these checks are deposited, but leaves this to the Board. 
Director Libby states that if it doesn’t come in we default on the bills. 
Chief Joyce states that she will continue to follow through on getting something in writing. 
Director Kliewer asks if we can contact the D.A. by phone now so that we can see if something is 
being sent over.   
Director Libby grants a short recess to make the requested phone call. 
Director Kliewer states that he is just trying to be cautious because we are all disappointed we are 
at this place. 
Director Libby states that he and the Secretary contacted the D.A.’s office and had to leave a 
message.  He states that we have a motion by Director Hoyt, and a second by himself, and asks for a 
vote.  Three ayes from Director Libby, Hoyt, and Kliewer, and the motion carries.  Director Miller 
and Anderson absent. 
7c.  Discussion and Possible Action on requesting a loan from the County Board of 
Supervisors with Resolution #09102012-A .—Director Kliewer 
Director Kliewer didn’t mean for this item to be specifically his, and wanted to defer to the 
Chairman, but knows that he is unavailable, and made a few phone calls including Jennie Ebejer 
and that she is very willing to work with us and has concerns with our budget process.  He 
continues that he and the Board received an email from the Secretary regarding their cash status, 
and that he remembered that they had a loan in October of 2011, and he sent her the items he had 
from last year.  He asks the Secretary to hand the resolution from last year. 
The Secretary passes this out, and states that she has drafted a resolution for today for the Board 
with similar verbiage to the one the Board of Supervisors had. 
Director Kliewer states that Special Districts are allowed to borrow under certain circumstances, 
and that Jennie Ebejer was concerned that we fit the circumstances.  He detailed to Ms. Ebejer that 
we have had an audit, insurance, also that we have monies in checks waiting in stale-dated 
warrants. 
Chief Joyce states that we have had a strike team out, and will be receiving approximately $30,000 
for the District after paying the firefighters. 
Director Libby states that he would like to see this money go into the Contingency fund but have 
gotten into this because it was not disclosed properly the amount of taxes that were being taken out 
of payroll.  It will be important to look at in the 2013/2014 Budget to look at how we structure our 
payments during the year.  We have our money come in three different times throughout the year. 
The Secretary confirms that the Engine 4612 payment is due in December and the Worker’s Comp 
bill is due July 1st. 
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Director Libby states that perhaps we can break these up into twice a year, or into quarterly 
payments. 
Director Kliewer asks if they have been able to ask either one of these entities. 
Chief Joyce states that Sarah has contacted the insurance and that it would take $7000 to get us 
current. 
Secretary Patania states that Golden State Risk Management is actually owed $7500 to bring it 
current, which we are unable to do at this time, and we are making minimum monthly payments to 
these entities.  She also states that there will be a 1% penalty on the balance due, but that they were 
ok with us making this payment and paying the rest after our December allotment. 
Director Kliewer states that he thinks this information will be beneficial to Jennie Ebejer, and asks 
if there is any other information that we can collect in this group to present to her. 
Secretary Patania states that she has put together a spreadsheet for projected bills and payroll 
through the end of November. 
Director Libby asks if she can review this document. 
Secretary Patania reviews the document titled “Projected Payroll and Bills through November 
2012”(attached) and discusses how it was broken down into payroll that includes payroll and taxes 
through the end of October which will include, and then additional payroll through November with 
a grand total of $50,206.47. 
Director Libby confirms that this is to get us through November. 
Secretary Patania states that this is correct. 
Director Libby thanks the Secretary. 
Director Kliewer asks if she got a hold of Tom Odom. 
Secretary Patania states that they have been playing phone tag, but that she will be following up on 
this. 
Director Kliewer states that Jennie Ebejer called him back, and that he was concerned with the date 
for the documentation and the resolution signed in their hands with an agreement on the amount 
with Jennie Ebejer agreeing that the amount available, and if we have all of our documentation 
available by this Wednesday to get on the 18th’s agenda.  Jennie Ebejer would be available 
tomorrow to speak to, and was not sure how soon we need this.  The next available meeting is 
October 2, 2012.  Is this sufficient time to be able to pay our bills? 
Chief Joyce asks which bills he is in reference to.  If he is referring to this month’s bills, it will not 
be enough time, but for next month’s bills. 
The Secretary states that it depends on whether the Board approves depositing the checks from 
Baker.  It also depends on how long the turn-around time is to receive the funds from the County.  
Acting on this sooner rather than later would be advisable. 
Director Libby asks if they will have to have a Special Board Meeting to approve a resolution. 
Secretary Patania states that she has drafted a resolution based on the information she received 
from Director Kliewer, and that if the Board decides to take action on this, that it is available for 
signature today, and that she has made a copy for review in each packet. 
Director Libby states that this qualifies for something that needs to be done today, and will help get 
the ball rolling with Jennie Ebejer, and that if we need a Special Board meeting later we can. 
Director Kliewer states that this is why he did the legwork on this, and sent the information to the 
Secretary so that we could get started on this item.  He spoke with Mike Kobseff on Saturday at a 
community event and mentioned that we needed a loan and he had no problem with this, and 
states that they do this all the time. 
Director Libby asks if a loan of $50,000 is sufficient.  Perhaps we should increase it to make sure 
there is no shortfall. 
Secretary Patania states that this is up to the Board.  If they chose to increase it by $7500 then we 
would be current on the GSRMA payment, which was not included in the Projected Costs 
spreadsheet.  She also states that she feels we have more justified reasons to request this loan than 
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last year, because the loan was sought to cover payroll tax shortfalls that were not budgeted for, and 
this year we are catching up on these items. 
Chief Joyce states that we are still working off of last year’s budget, and that we have not received 
our allotment. 
Director Libby states that this is not the first time we have had to ask for this, and he hopes that in 
the coming year we can avoid this. 
Secretary Patania asks the Chief if he feels that the monies we will be receiving from the Strike 
Teams will cover these amounts that are being borrowed. 
Chief Joyce states that at this point he thinks that it will cover at least $35,000 of it. 
Director Kliewer asks the Chief to draft a letter to state the Strike Teams that the District has 
participated in, and that after firefighters are paid that the District will be receiving X amount of 
dollars.  If the number of days included and the amount of money we earned would be good. 
Director Libby asks if the Secretary and Chief can work together to ensure these are ready for the 
discussion with Jennie Ebejer. 
Director Kliewer asks when the Secretaries next day to attend is. 
Secretary Patania states she will be at the Station tomorrow and could attend. 
Director Kliewer volunteers to take this task, and states that when speaking to Jennie Ebejer, that 
she was available from 8-5 on Tuesday. 
Director Libby would like to hear what solutions she has to offer. 
Director Kliewer states that we have two simultaneous problems.  In order to cover today’s checks, 
will we need to deposit the Baker checks to solve today’s problems. 
The Secretary states that is correct. 
Director Kliewer asks if we need $70,000 if we do not deposit the Baker checks. 
The Secretary states that if the Baker checks are not deposited, we need an additional $8373 to pay 
September bills with the cash we have on hand. 
Director Kliewer asks at what number the Board of Supervisors will faint.  He is concerned with the 
“he said, she said” of depositing the Baker checks. 
Director Libby states that Director Miller went to the D.A. directly and he gave us the go ahead. 
Director Kliewer did not review the Constitutional information sent to us, and that we qualify 
under these stipulations. 
Chief Joyce states that we qualified last time, and did not borrow the full amount, but this was 
according to Baker, so he cannot confirm that. 
Director Libby says we should ask Jennie Ebejer if any of the funds were withdrawn last October 
from the loan we obtained.  He then makes a motion that we follow through with the process of 
obtaining a loan from the County for the amount of $60,000, Resolution #09102012-A.  He then 
asks for questions or comments. 
Director Kliewer states that he sent the Secretary two resolutions, and that he believes some of the 
wording needs to be changed so that it is clear it is being obtained from the Board of Supervisors 
and that the money is going to the MSFPD. 
A short recess for the Secretary to change the wording is granted. 
Director Libby states there is a motion on the table, and Director Hoyt seconds the motion.   
Director Libby reads Resolution #09102012-A. (attached) 
Chief Joyce clarifies that as we spend the money, the auditor pulls it out. 
Director Libby asks if the Secretary came up with the wording. 
The Secretary states that she received it from the document Director Kliewer sent to her. 
Director Libby states that we have a motion and a second, and he asks for a roll-call vote. 
The Secretary calls for a roll-call vote with Director Kliewer, Hoyt, and Libby stating aye, and with 
Directors Anderson and Miller absent. 
Item 7b is revisited at this time.  (Refer back to item 7b) 
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7d.  Discussion and Possible Action on borrowing additional funds to pay Strike 
Teams.—Director Kliewer 
Director Kliewer asks to withdraw this item. 
Director Libby withdraws the item. 
7e.  Discussion and Possible Action on completing recommendations from the 2011 
Smith and Newell audit.—Chief Joyce/Secretary Patania 
Chief Joyce refers to the page “ 2011 Audit Recommendations” for the Board to review as we go 
through the list of items.  He states that it was requested at the last Board Meeting to go through 
the recommendations from Smith and Newell.  Item 11-FS-02 and 11-FS-09 was completed at the 
08-13-12 Regular Board Meeting.  He starts with item 01, and states that we have a corrective 
action plan for the Cal Card and that it is separate from the other warrants, and that the Secretary 
reviews all of the charges, and asks for appropriate documentation.  Assistant Chief Duncan 
submits his receipts to Chief Joyce.  The only item that does not have a receipt is the monthly 
charge to Diamond Wireless for I-phone insurance for $6.99. 
Director Libby asks the Chief to review the policy he has presented for the Cal Card to make sure 
that it complies with these recommendations. 
Director Kliewer asks if this is adding a load to the bookkeeping. 
The Secretary states that it is just extra time, but that it is important. 
Chief Joyce reads from the audit and the specific recommendations for this item, and states that we 
are tackling these issues with our Policies and Procedures.  He states that in the past the Board had 
not reviewed the audit, but that we are doing that now.   
Chief Joyce moves on to item 11-FS-03 “Deficiencies in Control Structure Design”, and he states 
that he thinks it was important to make sure that the Secretary reports to the Board, and that he 
reports to the Board, that the Secretary is not solely the Secretary to the Chief. 
Director Kliewer asks that it is written that the Secretary interacts directly with the Board and on 
behalf of the Board. 
Director Libby asks if Director Anderson could write policies on financial matters, since this is not 
his specialty.  He asks if they want to table the rest, or if they want to cover the additional matters. 
Chief Joyce defers to Secretary Patania to the remaining recommendations. 
Secretary refers to 11-FS-05 and states that Timely Financial Reporting is still under review, and 
hopes to close the books from the 11/12 Fiscal year by the end of the calendar year so that we can 
schedule another audit for the spring of 2013. 
Director Libby states that we have this on the agenda because of foot-dragging on the part of the 
previous Chief.  He would like to see a Board member here during the audit and assist with 
collecting documents so that they are not blindsided. 
Secretary Patania states that Director Kliewer did come for the audit. 
Director Kliewer states that he came, but did not stay.  He would like to arrange for this in the 
future, and either stay for the entire time, or at the very least come down for the report directly 
from the auditor when they have completed the audit. 
Secretary Patania moves on to item 11-FS-06 and 11-FS-07 “Payroll Expenditures” and “Payroll and 
W-2 Reporting.”  This item refers to taking appropriate taxes out of payroll, which includes FICA 
and Medicare were not being taken out of Strike Teams.  We are also retaining records of payroll at 
this time. 
Chief Joyce questions this since he states that we are taking these items out currently. 
Secretary Patania states that is correct, but in the Payroll Info folder from the previous Secretary 
there is a note that states not to take Social Security or Medicare out of Strike Teams.  She is 
wondering if the Secretary was instructed to do this by a previous Chief.  There will be penalties for 
not taking these items out, and we have run into this already with the 433-B form the District 
received notifying us of penalties from the years 2002 , 2003.  This may resurface again, but since 
we are not in a position to pay it back at this time, it is on hold.  Secretary Patania states that at her 
payroll tax class in August that she discovered that due to the fact that we are a public entity we are 
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not subject to SDI (Disability) unless we are to opt in.  This was in conflict with some information 
she had received previously, so there will be some employees that will be receiving a refund from 
the District for these monies that were previously with-held. 
Director Libby states that this is because we carry Worker’s Comp insurance. 
Secretary Patania states that may be true, but it is primarily because we are considered a public 
entity, which is what she discovered at the payroll class in August. 
Secretary Patania moves on to item 11-FS-07 and reads from the audit.   
Director Libby asks about the uniform reimbursement. 
Chief Joyce states that previously this was not viewed as wages, and was not reported for taxes to 
be taken out, but was placed under stipend reimbursement. 
Director Libby asks the Secretary if this is being corrected. 
Secretary Patania states that it is.  She also states that they discovered that the Seasonal’s were 
being paid $2 an hour more than was agreed upon by the Board, but that this has been corrected. 
Chief Joyce states that the budget shows the Seasonal as being paid $10 an hour for 40 hours a 
week, but did not know they were being paid more until the Secretary said that in QuickBooks they 
were being paid $12 per hour. 
Secretary Patania continues to read and states that the payroll taxes need to be reconciled and 
wages reported at the end of the quarter, as well as wages being paid at the approved rates.  The 
Secretary states that she is working on these items. 
Director Libby states that our next audit should be much better. 
Chief Joyce says that there still may be some items that need correction from last year from July 
through December, since Secretary Patania did not start until January. 
Secretary Patania also states that there has been a learning curve, so there will probably be some 
mistakes, but that she is trying to rectify these as they come up.   
Secretary Patania moves on to 11-FS-08 and refers to OMB Circular A-87.  She states that she sent 
this to Director Libby for review while creating policies.  If we follow these guidelines, we will be ok. 
Director Libby thanks the Chief and Secretary for their efforts on this, and that in years past that it 
is an accounting problem, but that he is proud of our success rate in trying to rectify these 
problems. 
Director Hoyt and Kliewer states that they are both doing a good job on this. 
7f.  Discussion and Possible Action on approving Resolution #08132012-A for the FY 
2012/2013 budget.—Director Miller 
Director Libby asks the Secretary if she has information regarding this item. 
Secretary Patania states that this was approved at the previous meeting, but that the auditor’s office 
wanted this in a resolution format. 
Chief Joyce states that he had the Board sign the actual budget at the last meeting, but that he 
wasn’t aware that they needed a resolution. 
Secretary Patania states that it only required the signature of the Chairman, and he has done so, so 
this agenda item is a formality to see that we have approved this as a resolution. 
CLOSED SESSION 
Before going to closed session, Director Libby states that he would like to table this until the next 
meeting, when they have a full Board present.  He states that this review will be off of the old job 
description, and the next one will be off of the new job description. 
Director Kliewer is concerned that they need a positive review in order to continue to work.  Even 
with a limited Board, he feels that they should make a formal statement. 
Director Libby states that they can say that they have been doing a good job, but would like to wait 
until Assistant Chief Duncan is present, as well as the full Board. 
Director Kliewer wants to make sure that they are not under obligation to do this at the six month 
mark so that they continue working. 
Director Libby states that he did this so that they could get on track, and that because this is not a 
merit increase they are not required to do this review today. 
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Director Kliewer approaches this in a different way and states that if they were doing a terrible job, 
would they meet to kick them out?  But since they are doing a great job, tell them they are doing 
great, we love you, don’t leave? 
Director Libby states that the Board has the option to go to Closed Session to do this review since 
they do have a quorum present. 
Director Kliewer and Hoyt both defer to the next Board meeting to formally complete this item. 
Director Libby states that at that time, he would like to have Assistant Chief Duncan present if he is 
not out on a Strike Team. 
7g.  Six month probation period review for Chief Joyce.  This item is pursuant to the 
personnel exception found at Government Code Section 54957.—Board of Directors 
Item 7g is tabled until October. 
7h.  Six month probation period review for Asst. Chief Duncan.  This item is pursuant 
to the personnel exception found at Government Code Section 54957.—Board of 
Directors 
Item 7h is tabled until October. 
RETURN TO OPEN SESSION 
 
7i.  Report on employee evaluation from the MSFPD Board of Directors for Chief 
Joyce and Assistant Chief Duncan.—Board of Directors. 
Item 7i is tabled until October.  Chief Joyce comments that he would like to see the Board talk to 
the firefighters to get information on his job performance. 
Director Libby states this is fine, and cautions the Board to not discuss their findings with each 
other until the meeting. 
8. Next Regular Board Meeting Date: October 8, 2012 at 10:00A.M. 
 
9. Chief’s Report and MSFPD Information Report to the Board. 
Chief Joyce states that for the previous month they had 36 calls with an average of 6 responders per 
call, with an average response time of 5 minutes per call.  They responded to 14 Medical Aids, 1 
Abandoned Campfire, 1 Vegetation Fire, 3 Public Assists, 2 Unauthorized Burns, 1 Animal Rescue, 
4 False Alarms, and 10 cancelled en route. 
Director Libby asks what the animal rescue was. 
Chief Joyce states that it was a cat with a harness stuck in a tree. 
Chief Joyce states that he, Firefighter Jake Peterson and Firefighter Walt Nadeau went to the Goff 
Fire in Happy Camp on Engine 4610.  Chief Joyce stayed for two days, and then had Captain Troy 
Wood swap out with him.  Assistant Chief Duncan, Engineer Chris O’Neill and Firefighter Walt 
Nadeau took Engine 4613 are currently out on a strike team on the Stafford Fire near Hayfork.  
Chief Joyce asks if there are any questions. 
Director Kliewer states that there are some pending items, including a water source map, and pre-
plans. 
Chief Joyce states that they have made some progress on the water source maps, and has had help 
from Jim Beam.  Once the legwork is done, he will go through Cal Fire and have Steve Wilson, a 
prevention officer, do the formal map so that they can go to the different departments.  He states 
that they have done some of the pre-plans, specifically for Shadow Mountain Mobile Park with Tom 
Haistings.  They are running off of 35,000 gallon tanks.  They did Abrams Lake a few weeks ago.  
There are still a few pre-plans to be done.  He states that the Assistant Chief and Tom Haistings are 
working with the Siskiyou Lake campground for an evacuation plan, and will have to clear some 
roads for access. 
Director Kliewer states that a pre-plan for a campground is very important, especially for 
evacuation. 
Chief Joyce states that the evacuation portion is very important to get people out in case of fire. 
Tom Haistings 5,200 were at the campground on the fourth of July. 
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Chief Joyce states that during the tin-man they took the water tender down, and it is difficult to get 
down there.  They had a medical aid previous to this and it was very difficult to get down there.  
The owners are very nice though, and they have been working together during the past month. 
Director Kliewer states this would be the biggest concern for the pre-plans at this time. 
Chief Joyce states it is more of an issue for the public, not just the MSFPD. 
10. Discussion and Possible Action on Accepting Donations. 
Tom Haistings recognizes a donation from John Duncan, Sr. for paint for the curb out front.   
Director Libby makes a motion, and Director Hoyt seconds and asks the Board to accept the 
donation with a vote.   Director Kliewer, Hoyt, and Libby are all in favor and the motion carries. 
Director Libby states that the auxiliary has donated $1584.42 through the EF recovery fund for 
helmets, rescue ropes, and rescue supplies for Swift-Water Rescue.  They also donated money for a 
Light Bar on Engine 4610, which the auxiliary purchased for equipment.  He makes a motion that 
the MSFPD accept the donation.  Director Hoyt seconds, and the motion carries with 3 ayes from 
Director Kliewer, Hoyt, and Libby. 
Secretary Patania mentions the donation of a refurbished chair for the office of Station #1 . 
Director Libby makes a motion, Director Hoyt seconds, and the motion carries with 3 ayes by 
Director Kliewer, Hoyt, and Libby. 
Director Kliewer asks who to thank for the chair. 
Secretary Patania states that Walt Nadeau and Jake Peterson worked on the arms, while she and a 
friend worked on the upholstery. 
 
11. Fund Transfers. 
There were no fund transfers this month. 
12. Payment of Bills. 
Secretary Patania passes the bills around that total $12, 461.10, including payroll and payroll taxes. 
Chief Joyce states that the items purchased from the auxiliary were placed on the Cal Card, but that 
they Auxiliary paid $1584.42.  He states that it was brought up to the Auxiliary, and then they will 
pay the remainder. 
Director Libby asks that the Chief watch his spending in the next couple of months. 
Director Hoyt motions to pay the bills, and Director Kliewer seconds.  All are in favor and the 
motion carries 3-0 with Director Kliewer, Hoyt, and Libby participating. 
13. Board Comments and Questions: At this time, members of the Board may ask 
questions of staff, request that reports be made at a later date, or ask to place an item on a 
subsequent agenda on any subject within the Committee’s jurisdiction.  In addition, the Board 
members may take this opportunity to make comments on any topic that is not on this 
agenda; however, no deliberation may be conducted and no decision may be made on such 
topics. 
Director Kliewer thanks the Chief and Tom Haistings for working on the campground project. 
Tom Haistings states that it is like a small city that moves into the area on the weekends, so it is an 
important project.  They are trying to make sure that the fires are not higher than the knees. 
Director Libby thanks the staff and volunteers for their help. 
14. Adjournment.12:31 p.m. 
 
 
 

Respectfully Submitted, 
Sarah Patania, Secretary 


